This article aims to analyze an infographic of scientific popularization in media (from now on DCM, the acronym for the Portuguese phrase divulgação científica midiática. In this infographic we analyze scientific information optimized by means of plastic (eidetic, chromatic, topological) and verbal resources. We evidence that infographics' multisemiotic configuration uses descriptive-explanatory and argumentative procedures. The target-subject may be favorable or not to the truth syncretically built by means of words and images. We can conclude that the DCM infographic: (i) performs a demonstrative-argumentative action, when presenting evidences; (ii) diffuses facts and scientific phenomena in a mediatic way; (iii) integrates actions towards formal and informal scientific literacy. KEYWORDS: Scientific Popularization in Media; Infographic; Description; Explanation; Argumentation; Literacy 
Introduction
John Berger (1972) 1 claims that seeing comes before words. He argues, therefore, that our apprehension of images is different from other readings and that it is accomplished even when the image is not followed by a word. This conception of meaning and reading aligns with what Tattiana Teixeira (2011, p.9) asserts by stating that "[w]hen we have only the text in front of us, we try to imagine and conceive, in our minds, the image described by those words without never being sure about what it really is." 2 Teixeira (2011) sets out from this assumption to support the idea that, by having both image and text, we do understand what was expressed more quickly and precisely.
Setting out from the context of scientific popularization in media (DCM -the acronym for the Portuguese phrase divulgação científica midiática), we verify that different languages have been pursued in order to better present and signify information.
The infographic represents a way of textualizing information. Examples range from visual road maps through microscopic worlds of the human body (which explain complex processes) up to curious cartographies that outline and detail very ancient historical facts -all of this presented in an accurate and optimized visually-written way.
In parallel, in the backstage of DCM infographics, explanatory and descriptive processes take form of drawings or other types of images. Moreover, these processes take place especially by means of an art that ratifies a "making-know" that is associated with a "making-feel," all of which is upon careful chromatism, thoughtful topographies/topologies and/or planned eidetic procedures. Thus, the infographic in the mediatic scene of science multisemiotizes what it communicates, while, being such a peculiar text, syncretizes image and word in an original and effective way. However, besides this explanatory role based on description and narration, the infographic, in DCM, has undertaken a notable argumentative function in some of its uses, supporting an intention of "making-act." Apart from a suggestion or demonstration, this type of text supports the idea of a change in thought, behavior and action, making use of descriptions and explanations as evidence and proof so that such changes are implemented through collective and individual actions.
Infographing is organizing a syncretic text. In the origin of the word "syncretic,"
crethos refers to a greater complexity: krétizó, indicating "acting like a Cretan and, by extension, being an impostor"; "in French, syncretisme, meaning 'union of two longstanding enemies against a third part,' as explained by the Houaiss dictionary" (TEIXEIRA, 2008, p.174) . 3 The word syncretism assumes, therefore, the meaning of "fusion of diverse, varied elements" (TEIXEIRA, 2008, p.174) 4 in a sort of unity.
Consequently, it establishes the idea of a significant simultaneous set, highlighting the effect or the result over the matter or the process. Teixeira (2008, p.180) 
asserts that
With the expansions of the concept of syncretism, certain manifestations must be recalled here, which amplify the meaning of the term, making it reach, for example, semiotics that make use of associations between languages, stemming from qualities that refer to the nature of one of them. This applies to the associations of verbal language with visual and sonorous languages, when the quality of the verbal material itself is expanded or enhanced.
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This implies recognizing that a syncretic semiotics demands an exam that might be focused on units, as it needs to re-discover the particular operation. Therefore, the analysis of the syncretic enunciative strategy of such languages in a formal unity of meaning is necessary.
According to Greimas and Courtés (1982) , syncretism is a procedure, or a result of this procedure, which superimposes a relationship between two nonhomogeneous terms or categories and brings them together by means of a semiotic or linguistic greatness. 6 In the infographic to be analyzed hereinafter, for instance, languages of plastic and verbal manifestation are activated. It allows mathematic-numerical manifestations (numbers, graphs, among others) to be activated as well.
In this introduction, we point out the specific function of Linguistics, once, taking the infographic as its object of study -in DCM context -, it contributes to the understanding of the emergence of new languages or new arrangements of meaning production and communication in all different spheres of human activity. This author's doctoral dissertation (SOUZA, 2013) , which examined a corpus of infographics selected from magazines of scientific popularization in media from 2009 to 2013, is our reference. This investigation gave rise to subsequent studies on the presence of infographics in several types of texts in media, with different purposes 7 and aims.
It is important to highlight that Charaudeau (2008a) assigns two fundamental purposes to the mediatization of science: to inform (making-know) and to captivate (making-feel/rising the reader's interest for the reading). Similarly, this discourse is hybrid as it intersects its mediatic discourse with scientific and didactic ones (CHARAUDEAU, 2008a) . That is the reason why the producer of the infographed text aims to enable the reading audience. In other words, it becomes more and more relevant that this reader feels attracted to, understands and evaluates daily emerging scientific themes, displayed through infographics. Often, the purpose of "making-know" -optimized through an image in symbioses with the word -may motivate a "making-do" in order to change.
Based on the above, this paper intends to show, first, how the double page of an infographic is designed, focusing on climate changes, as texts that mobilize descriptive (CHARAUDEAU, 1992 (CHARAUDEAU, , 2008b and explanatory processes (MOIRAND, 1999) , published in the magazine "Saúde! É vital" [Health! It is vital]. Second, it aims to explain how infographics activate different modes of production and comprehension of such text, by means of descriptive-explanatory processes that consolidate an argumentative action (PERELMAN, 2002) , oriented towards a change in the reader's behavior (after the reader has understood the informed fact). For these ends, the paper brings a brief description of an infographic that may support a "making-do" purpose, corroborating the complex elaboration of this textual discursive genre.
7 Purposes, generally defined, are objectives that express the intentions texts present. However, it is important to point out that Adam (2011, p.61) refers to goals as the effectiveness of a discursive action realized through a text; Charaudeau (2006, p.69) differentiates purposes from objectives, locating this (but) as part of the intentions of each one, as providing direction to human action and guidance for its purpose. Purpose (visée), for this author, refers to the issue of influence. Thus, he establishes the prescriptive (making-do), informative (making-know), incentive (making-believe) and the pathos (making-feel) purposes.
From Schemes to Infographics
The first elucidation of this paper focuses on schemes, once they relate closely to infographics. Infographics are designed from schemes, because essential ideas concerning a theme are privileged in the composition of infographics. De Pablos (1999, p.104) explains that the term comes from the Latin word schema and from the Greek figura: "it is the graphical or symbolic representation of immaterial things" or "the idealization of something," 8 employing only the most significant lines or characters.
The second point of explanation relates to the concept of maps, as it very commonly appears in infographics alone or in a set with other texts of different natures and genres. In a canonical or geographical sense, maps (DE PABLOS, 1999) goal is essentially to convey how the territory drawn is presented: it locates facts, specifies phenomena, and even tells the history of the assorted information. We may observe that explanatory, narrative and descriptive mechanisms are part of the essence of these infographics and infomaps (SOUZA, 2013) and that this role may be extended for evidence and argumentation purposes.
The way to cartographically represent nominates, locates spaces, and contributes to speed up meaning production. All of this is oriented towards the reader's action of understanding. The cartographical culture comes from ancient times, from an educated society that started to use maps in order to "move around little explored territories" In this analysis, megainfographics are also considered. They are characterized (i)
by presenting, generally, a double page spread, (ii) by addressing themes that are relevant and currently interesting (extremely appropriate for DCM infographics), (iii) by gathering a larger amount of information, (iv) by its similarity with a poster and, finally, (v) because they reveal a team work that "is the supreme art inside this genre, in case the theme is adequately selected and properly documented" (DE PABLOS, 1999, p.148) . 12 These aspects can be observed in the image analyzed below, reproduced in The way the text is expressed and arranged in these two pages reveals the descriptive process that derives from the procedures classified by Charaudeau (1992 Charaudeau ( , 2008b as naming, locating, qualifying. After the title and the sentence below, there is a short introductory text that reports the assessments made by scientists on climate changes in Brazil in the cited worldwide report, which is prospective for the next fifty years.
The figure below details the infographic under analysis. Syncretically, the text and the images present data in a descriptive form: they name or broach the fact and, then, locate each finding previously evidenced by scientists in the mentioned study. We may also observe the visual aid of highlighting in bold type the terms that are fundamental in the information of the captions in each segment in the map and in the page to the left, transcribed in the right column of Fig.2 .
The description firstly gives names (titles and images of each impact identified
by the research, written-visualized in the left page, listed in the sixth paragraph of section two in this paper). Simultaneously, it locates places and shows temperature numbers, for instance, thus incorporating a descriptive action of qualifying. In page 50, to the left, the described facts are detailed and highlight excerpts of the research; on page 51, to the right, more general information and statistics about each region are included, infographically mapped. To the far bottom right there is an image with a caption that offers the Forecast and confirms a warning and a kind of call for urgent actions (this is marked by the excerpt "demanding effort and investment …adaptations…"). The reasoning above is in accordance with Charaudeau's claim (2008b, p.131) that naming, locating, and qualifying integrate a discursive procedure of subjective construction of the world. Besides, the text aims to instigate, which is the actionpurpose of the promotional discourse. In this sense of "making-do," the triangular relationship that gets updated is the following: A world is projected from the question that starts with "Será" ("Will it…") (title), whose answer ends up being inferable: "Yes, and the datum, the evidence, is here: (info)graphics/map." The forecast, included in the end of the infographic, under the map, contains verbs in the future and the sentence that says: "[…] demanding effort and investment for the country and the cities to adapt," urging the reader, by means of raising awareness to the current situation, to join this requirement to seek and carry out solutions, adaptations and changes.
The modes of saying, verbally and visually, descriptively and explanatorily make the required modification of behavior achievable. It is possible to verify that there is a search for individuals and communities to make the changes and adaptations effective, before the foreseen reality materializes. The reasoning processed -according to Figure 3 -considers the body of knowledge oriented to the target audience, "hoping to lead them to share the same truth (persuasion), knowing that they may accept (being in favor) or deny (being against) the argumentation."
In parallel, "seeing assumes knowledge that only operationalizes as it goes into the web of meanings that allow, when possessing knowledge, to reach another one, in the complexity in which knowledge presents itself" (OLIVEIRA, 2004, p.19) .
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Aspects of the (multi)semiotization are corroborated, according to Pietroforte (2007) , who examines several visual texts. In his studies on visuality, the author presents three possible and capable categories of analysis in texts, brought by Floch (1985) . These categories are chromatic (color), eidetic (shape), and topological (arrangement of figurativized elements), which produce "effects of meaning" upon certain uses in images or in set of images. Consequently, the infographic examined problems occur and where they will happen more intensely according to the studies mentioned in the beginning of the double page. As for topology, remarks about the image and text layout in both pages were already made, but it is important to present the following scheme.
We consider that (a) the enunciators/producers design the infographed article as spokespeople of companies that sponsor the page and convey commitment (or interest) to this situation. They use the display in the infographic to disclose their work and to show that they are engaged in this battle; (b) the page describes and reports a situation that must be worked out/solved by raising awareness among citizens; (c) the page communicates knowledge that supports the urge to change (adapting = "effort and investments" -p.51); (d) the verb-visualized modes of saying imply different kinds of literacy because it presupposes being literate verbally, plastically, visually and also scientifically. Thus, it is possible to assert that infographics fulfill the functions of "makingfeel" (plasticity of text expression through verbal and numerical data described and explained plastically); "making-know" (information presented); and "making-do" (warning, through arguments based on proof and evidence, e.g., urgency and prevention), that is, of taking action. The text calls and involves the interlocutor with the question expressed in the initial question (title). Then, it offers a dramatic answer, unfortunately, even if it does not clearly state "yes, it will rain a lot in some places in Brazil" or "no, in other places of the country."
Questioning/summoning We do not argue that infographics should simply make the reading activity easier, since it creates a new, special, and specific mode of saying. We corroborate that informative optimization requires, rather, new literacies and innovative production abilities and reading comprehension.
Concerning literacy, it is worth mentioning Rojo's words (2009, p.10) : literacy is "[…] a diversified set of situated social practices that comprise signal systems, such as writing or other language modalities to produce meaning." 17 As the quoted author asserts, this concept must consider multiple social contexts, from family to society. The text analyzed, although based on appeals for consumption directed to those who are paying for reading it, is worthwhile because it offers opportunities for plural literacy since it requires a body of knowledge from various areas of the reader's life.
Furthermore, from the point-of-view of the analyst of the text under study, it is noteworthy to claim, once again, the precise optimization that takes place when the production of an infographed text is successful in its plastic and aesthetic planning.
Several ideas are, after all, read through words; nevertheless, many others are learned by means of the imagetic concision and even by the style of the images. We present here the drawing of a comprehensive template used in infographics that urges care and arrangement of actions, which are not only possible but utterly urgent for people's wellbeing. Resources from plastic semiotics, once again, consolidate their effects of meaning on words and use of letters and numbers highlighted by their type, size or by emphasis techniques such as bold type. They evidence that reading will always be much more than simply decoding letters and that science is made through flavors/knowledge, shapes, topologies and colors, multiple modes that may have several possible meanings in a chain of sensitive qualities of words and images.
All the above confirms the act of argumenting that is already expressed in the choices and in the arrangement of words and phrases, in verbs and nouns whose semantics reveals data that support the intention of the text ("it will be more severe"; "it will no longer be"; "very dry"; "temperature may increase"; "will suffer"; "scenario gets worse"; "-30%;" "+40%"; "[…] demanding effort and investment for the country and the cities to adapt"). These resources gathered in the so-called syncretic text arranged in those pages promote efficiency to the urgency of actions ("making-do"), since they announce rain or lack of rain in the country, and finally warn about risks, among other "sufferings," that may only be minimized through actions of effort and investment.
